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Mario is taking an adventure like never before, and it comes in the form of a Role Playing Game

(RPG). A critical path walk-through with non-critical elements of the game included and marked as

such informing the player that it is not crucial, but assisting the adventurous. Includes strategies and

tactics for survival, fighting, and other enemy encounters, level maps, and more.
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About two or three years ago, I bought Mario RPG used without the manual. Then I got this Book.

This book is the Bible of Mario RPG players' Guides. The strategies are excellent, The detailed

descriptions of the areas and characters (although the Bestiary is a little off) in the game are as

useful as they get, and it outshines even Nintendo's official player's guide in terms of usefulness.

Although yes, it is in black and white as one fellow reviewer said, this small fault is nothing

compared to the sheer volume of information contained in this book. If you only buy one player's

guide for this game, let this be the one. It'll be the ONLY one you'll ever need.

I received this product a couple days ago and it has mostly everything you could have in a strategy

guide. I used the strategy guide years ago that was white and colorful, but most places online

wanted a hefty price so I bought this one. I had some difficulty finding different things on the secrets

with the game, but all on all it's a good guide.



Brady games did a great job on this book. It helps you out on mostly everything in the game; it also

tells you some valuable info. I got the book and it helped me beat SMITHY'S @**. It goes in depth

with every level and town and tells you where all the hidden treasures are. I think it is a good book

and you should really get it if you are having trouble with the game.

I learned a ton, and I really enjoyed beating the game with the guide! I'm going to try to beat the

game without the guide. =^P!

it has every thing you need to know about mario rpg!!!

This strategy guide is average as although it covers a lot of material, it also leaves out a lot of

things.The enemy index that supposedly lists all enemies in the game leaves out quite a few, and

many parts of maps only have descriptions with NO picture to go along with them, making secret

boxes hard to find.

This is the best guide for you if you need help with Super Mario RPG! Even if you don't need help it

tells where all the secrets are so it's cool to have anyway. If you LOVE Mario RPG or just like to play

it then get this book!!!!
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